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Jewish Medical Ethics: End of Life Decision Making 
Rabbi Lynn C Liberman, BCC 

Session I 
 
Part I The Supreme Value of Life 
 
Text 1 Iyov 1:21, 14:5, Kohelet 3:1–3  
Job 1:21 

 
He said, “Naked came I out of my mother’s womb, and naked shall I return there; the 
Lord has given, and the Lord has taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord.” 
 
Job 14:5 

 
His days are determined; 
You know the number of his months; 
You have set him limits that he cannot pass. 
 
Kohelet 3:1-3 

 
 

1 A season is set for everything, a time for every experience under heaven: 
2 A time for being born and a time for dying, 
A time for planting and a time for uprooting the planted; 
3 A time for slaying and a time for healing, 
A time for tearing down and a time for building up; 
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Text 2 Mishnah Yoma 8:7  

Compilation of teachings of 3rd century BCE – 3rd century CE scholars in Eretz Yisrael (Tanna’im); 
compiled and edited by Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi.  

If debris fell on someone, though it is questionable whether or not he is there, whether 
he is alive or dead, or whether he is an Israelite or a heathen, one should open [even on 
Shabbat] the heap of debris for his sake. If one finds him alive one should remove the 
debris in order to rescue him, but if he is dead one should leave him there [until Shabbat 
is over].  

 

Text 3 Talmud Bavli, Tractate Yoma 85a  

Compilation of teachings of 3-6th century scholars in Babylonia (Amora’im); final redaction in the 6-7th 
centuries.  

“If one finds him alive [one should remove the debris in order to rescue him]" — that is 
self-evident! The law must be stated for the case in which he has only a short while to 
live.  

 
 
PART II: Rabbinic stories seeking to teach about termination 
of life because of an intolerable condition. 

Text 4 Talmud Bavli, Tractate Avodah Zarah 18a  

Compilation of teachings of 3-6th century scholars in Babylonia (Amora’im); final redaction in the 6-7th 
centuries.  

[Rabbi,] open your mouth that the fire may enter [and you will die]. He said to them, "It is 
better that He who gave [my soul] should take it away and let no one inflict injury on 
himself." The executioner asked him, "Rabbi, if I intensify the fire and remove the mats 
(of wool soaked in water that were placed on his heart in order to prolong his suffering) 
from your heart will you bring me in to the World to Come?" He said, "Yes." "Swear to 
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Text 2  Mishnah Yoma 8:7
 
Compilation of teachings of 3rd century BCE – 3rd century CE scholars in Eretz Yisrael (Tanna’im); compiled 
and edited by Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi.

If debris fell on someone, though it is questionable whether or not he is there, 
whether he is alive or dead, or whether he is an Israelite or a heathen, one should 
open [even on Shabbat] the heap of debris for his sake. If one finds him alive one 
should  remove the debris in order to rescue him, but if he is dead one should leave 
him there [until Shabbat is over]. 

ÛũÜ�Ô ǵãǶÙÞ�Øǵå ǭ Ǽî Ǳã
�Ƶ�á ǲÔ ǵí ǭǽî ǱÞ�ì ǲé ǵæ�Þ Ǳí ǭàǵå�ì ǲé ǵæ�Ūï ǲã�ì ǲé ǵæ�Þ ǴÜ�ì ǲé ǵæ�Ūâ ǵ Ǽî� ǶÙåÞ ǲÔ�ì ǲé ǵæ�â ǵ Ǽî�ÔǹÙØ�ì ǲé ǵæ�ŪïǳáǶ ǹé Ǵã�ÙÞ ǵá ǵç�Øǵá ǭéǵ ǹå ǳ Ǽî�Þ Ǳã

ůǹÙØǹÙÜÞ ǱǹåǴÞ�Ƶ�ï ǲã�â ǱÔ ǭÙ�ŪÙÞ ǵá ǵç�äÞ ǱÜ ǭǹì Ǵé ǭã�Ƶ�Þ ǴÜ�ǹÙØǹÙÔ ǵë ǭã�ůáǴǹÖ ǴØ�ï ǳÔ�ÙÞ ǵá ǵç�äÞ ǱÜ ǭǹì Ǵé ǭã

Text 3  Talmud Bavli, Tractate Yoma 85a

Compilation of teachings of 3-6th century scholars in Babylonia (Amora’im); final redaction in the 6-7th 
centuries.

“If one finds him alive [one should remove the debris in order to rescue him]" — that 
is self-evident! The law must be stated for the case in which he has only a short 
while to live.

Ô�×ǹÙ ǹã Ǵç�Øé�è Ǵǹ×�Ô ǵãǶÙÞ�ïǳà ǳ ǹæ Ǵã�ŪÞ Ǳá ǭÕ Ǵ ǹÕ�×ǹÙã ǭá Ǵ ǹï
ůØ ǵç ǵ Ǽî�Þǲ ǹÞ ǴÜ ǭá�ǹÙáÞ Ǳé ǯÔ Ǵǹ×�ŪÔǵàÞ Ǳí ǭë�ŪÔ ǵá�Ƶ�ŬÔ ǵÝÞ Ǳ Ǽî ǭ ǹé�Þ ǴÜ�ǹÙØǹÙÔ ǵë ǭã

Analysis – Texts 2 and 3

The Mishnah teaches that because of the sanctity of human life, the laws of Shabbat are set 
aside if that life is in danger, and even if the danger is not certain. The Talmud questions the 
need to restate such an obvious law (the law that saving a life overrides Shabbat law, even in 
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Text 2  Mishnah Yoma 8:7
 
Compilation of teachings of 3rd century BCE – 3rd century CE scholars in Eretz Yisrael (Tanna’im); compiled 
and edited by Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi.

If debris fell on someone, though it is questionable whether or not he is there, 
whether he is alive or dead, or whether he is an Israelite or a heathen, one should 
open [even on Shabbat] the heap of debris for his sake. If one finds him alive one 
should  remove the debris in order to rescue him, but if he is dead one should leave 
him there [until Shabbat is over]. 

ÛũÜ�Ô ǵãǶÙÞ�Øǵå ǭ Ǽî Ǳã
�Ƶ�á ǲÔ ǵí ǭǽî ǱÞ�ì ǲé ǵæ�Þ Ǳí ǭàǵå�ì ǲé ǵæ�Ūï ǲã�ì ǲé ǵæ�Þ ǴÜ�ì ǲé ǵæ�Ūâ ǵ Ǽî� ǶÙåÞ ǲÔ�ì ǲé ǵæ�â ǵ Ǽî�ÔǹÙØ�ì ǲé ǵæ�ŪïǳáǶ ǹé Ǵã�ÙÞ ǵá ǵç�Øǵá ǭéǵ ǹå ǳ Ǽî�Þ Ǳã

ůǹÙØǹÙÜÞ ǱǹåǴÞ�Ƶ�ï ǲã�â ǱÔ ǭÙ�ŪÙÞ ǵá ǵç�äÞ ǱÜ ǭǹì Ǵé ǭã�Ƶ�Þ ǴÜ�ǹÙØǹÙÔ ǵë ǭã�ůáǴǹÖ ǴØ�ï ǳÔ�ÙÞ ǵá ǵç�äÞ ǱÜ ǭǹì Ǵé ǭã

Text 3  Talmud Bavli, Tractate Yoma 85a

Compilation of teachings of 3-6th century scholars in Babylonia (Amora’im); final redaction in the 6-7th 
centuries.

“If one finds him alive [one should remove the debris in order to rescue him]" — that 
is self-evident! The law must be stated for the case in which he has only a short 
while to live.

Ô�×ǹÙ ǹã Ǵç�Øé�è Ǵǹ×�Ô ǵãǶÙÞ�ïǳà ǳ ǹæ Ǵã�ŪÞ Ǳá ǭÕ Ǵ ǹÕ�×ǹÙã ǭá Ǵ ǹï
ůØ ǵç ǵ Ǽî�Þǲ ǹÞ ǴÜ ǭá�ǹÙáÞ Ǳé ǯÔ Ǵǹ×�ŪÔǵàÞ Ǳí ǭë�ŪÔ ǵá�Ƶ�ŬÔ ǵÝÞ Ǳ Ǽî ǭ ǹé�Þ ǴÜ�ǹÙØǹÙÔ ǵë ǭã

Analysis – Texts 2 and 3

The Mishnah teaches that because of the sanctity of human life, the laws of Shabbat are set 
aside if that life is in danger, and even if the danger is not certain. The Talmud questions the 
need to restate such an obvious law (the law that saving a life overrides Shabbat law, even in 
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me,” [said the executioner]. He swore to him. [The executioner] immediately increased 
the flames and removed the mats from upon his heart. [Rabbi Chanina's] soul speedily 
departed. Then, [the executioner] leaped, falling into the fire. A heavenly voice went out 
and proclaimed: "Rabbi Chanina and the executioner are invited into the Afterworld." 
Rabbi [Yehudah HaNasi] wept and said, "Some may attain their world in but one 
moment while others require many years."  
 

 

 
 

Text 5 Talmud Bavli, Tractate Ketuvot 104a  

Compilation of teachings of 3-6th century scholars in Babylonia (Amora’im); final redaction in the 6-7th 
centuries.  

The maid of Rabbi [Yehudah HaNasi] went up to the roof. She said, "Those on high are 
seeking Rabbi and those below are seeking Rabbi. May it be [God's] will that those 
below overpower those on high." [However,] when she saw how he suffered so from 
repeatedly taking off and putting on his tefillin each time he would enter the bathroom, 
she said, "May it be [God's] will that those on high will overpower those below." 
However, the rabbis did not cease imploring God's mercy. She, then, took a pitcher and 
threw it down from the roof. They were silenced (momentarily) in their prayer and 
Rabbi's soul departed.  
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cases where death is not certain, was already taught in the previous Mishnah). The response 
is that this Mishnah is instructing us that even the preservation of a life of short duration, 
such as the life of one who has been crushed by fallen debris, is valued enough to require 
the setting aside of Shabbat laws. Thus, not only is normal life to be preserved but terminal 
life as well.

With this in mind, we consider the following three rabbinic end-of-life stories which seem to 
contradict this perspective. 

Text 4  Talmud Bavli, Tractate Avodah Zarah 18a

Compilation of teachings of 3-6th century scholars in Babylonia (Amora’im); final redaction in the 6-7th 
centuries.

[Rabbi,] open your mouth that the fire may enter [and you will die]. He said to 
them, "It is better that He who gave [my soul] should take it away and let no one 
inflict injury on himself." The executioner asked him, "Rabbi, if I intensify the fire 
and remove the mats (of wool soaked in water that were placed on his heart in 
order to prolong his suffering) from your heart will you bring me in to the World to 
Come?" He said, "Yes." "Swear to me,” [said the executioner]. He swore to him. [The 
executioner] immediately increased the flames and removed the mats from upon 
his heart. [Rabbi Chanina's] soul speedily departed. Then, [the executioner] leaped, 
falling into the fire. A heavenly voice went out and proclaimed: "Rabbi Chanina and 
the executioner are invited into the Afterworld." Rabbi [Yehudah HaNasi] wept and 
said, "Some may attain their world in but one moment while others require many 
years."

Ô�×ǹÙ ǹã Ǵç�ÜÞ�è Ǵǹ×�Ø ǵíǵÛ�Ø ǵ× ǶÙÕ ǯç�ïǳà ǳ ǹæ Ǵã�ŪÞ Ǳá ǭÕ Ǵ ǹÕ�×ǹÙã ǭá Ǵ ǹï
� ǶÙá�í Ǵã ǵÔ�ůǶÙã ǭë Ǵç ǭǹÕ�ÔǹÙØ�á ǲ ǹÕ ǴÜ ǭÞ�á ǴÔ ǭÙ� ǹØǵå ǵï ǭǹå ǳ Ǽî�Þ Ǳã�Øǵ ǹå ǳá ǭ ǹÝ ǱǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�Õ ǵÝǹÙã�ä ǳØ ǵá�í Ǵã ǵÔ�ů Ǽî ǲÔ ǵØ�Żǵß ǭǹÕż�æǲå ǵ ǹà Ǳï ǭÙ�ǵßÞ Ǳ ǹé�Ü Ǵï ǭ ǹé
�Þǲ ǹÞ ǴÜ ǭá�Þ Ǳå ǲÔÞ ǱÕ ǭã�Ø ǵ ǹï ǴÔ�ǵß ǭǹÕ Ǳá�á Ǵç ǲã�í ǳã ǳë�á ǳ Ǽî�äÞ ǱÖǶÙé ǭæ�á ǲÝǶÙå ǭÙ�ïǳÕ ǳØ ǭá Ǵ Ǽǹî Ǵ ǹÕ�Øǳ ǹÕ ǭí Ǵã�Þ Ǳå ǯÔ�â ǱÔ�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�ŪÞ ǱíÞ Ǳå ǶÙÝ ǵë ǭá Ǵì

�ůǶÙ ǹÕ Ǳá�á Ǵç ǲã�í ǳã ǳë�á ǳ Ǽî�äÞ ǱÖǶÙé ǭæ�á ǴÝǵå ǭÙ�ïǳÕ ǳØ ǭá Ǵ Ǽǹî Ǵ ǹÕ�Øǵ ǹÕ ǭí ǱØ�×ǵ ǹÞ Ǳã�ůǶÙá�ç Ǵ ǹÕ ǭ Ǽî Ǳå�ůÞ Ǳá�ç ǴÕ ǵ Ǽǹî ǱØ�ůä ǲØ� ǶÙá�í Ǵã ǵÔ�ŰÔǵ ǹÕ ǴØ�âǵá ǶÙç ǵØ
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�ä ǶÙÞ ǭ× Ǵí ǭǹï�ä ǳ ǹÕ�ÔǵåÞ Ǳå ǯÜ�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�ŪØ ǵí ǭã ǵÔ ǭÙ�á ǶÙì�ï Ǵ ǹÕ�Ø ǵÔ ǭëǵÞ�ůíǹÙÔ ǵØ� ǭßǶÙï ǭá�á Ǵéǵå ǭÙ�ê Ǵé ǵì�ÔǹÙØ�è ǴÔ�ůØ ǵí ǲØ ǭã ǱǹÕ� ǶÙï ǵã ǭ Ǽî Ǳå�Ø ǵÔ ǭëǵÞ
�Øǳå ǶÙì� ǼîǲÞ ǭÙ�ï ǴÜ ǴÔ�Ø ǵç ǵ Ǽî ǭǹÕ� ǶÙãǵá ǶÙç�Øǳå ǶÙì� ǼîǲÞ�í Ǵã ǵÔ ǭÙ�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�Øǵà ǵ ǹÕ�ůÔ ǵ ǹÕ ǴØ�âǵá ǶÙç ǵØ�Þǲ ǹÞ ǴÜ ǭá�ä ǲØ�äÞ Ǳå ǵãǹÙÛ ǭã�Þ ǱíÞ Ǳå ǶÙÝ ǵë ǭá Ǵì ǭÙ

ůâÞ Ǳå ǵ Ǽî�Ø ǵ ǹã Ǵà ǭǹÕ� ǶÙãǵá ǶÙç

Text 5  Talmud Bavli, Tractate Ketuvot 104a

Compilation of teachings of 3-6th century scholars in Babylonia (Amora’im); final redaction in the 6-7th 
centuries.

The maid of Rabbi [Yehudah HaNasi] went up to the roof. She said, "Those on high 
are seeking Rabbi and those below are seeking Rabbi. May it be [God's] will that 
those below overpower those on high." [However,] when she saw how he suffered 
so from repeatedly taking off and putting on his tefillin each time he would enter the 
bathroom, she said, "May it be [God's] will that those on high will overpower those 
below." However, the rabbis did not cease imploring God's mercy. She, then, took 
a pitcher and threw it down from the roof. They were silenced (momentarily) in their 
prayer and Rabbi's soul departed.

Ô�×ǹÙ ǹã Ǵç�×ì�è Ǵǹ×�ïǶÙÕǹÙï ǭǹà�ïǳà ǳ ǹæ Ǵã�ŪÞ Ǳá ǭÕ Ǵ ǹÕ�×ǹÙã ǭá Ǵ ǹï
�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�ï ǳÔ�äÞ Ǳ Ǽî ǭǹì ǴÕ ǭã�âÞ Ǳå ǶÙ ǹï ǭÜ Ǵ ǹï ǴØ ǭÙ�ŪÞ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�ï ǳÔ�äÞ Ǳ Ǽî ǭǹì ǴÕ ǭã�âÞ Ǳå ǶÙÞ ǭá ǳç�ũØ ǵí Ǵã ǯÔ�ŪÔ ǵíǵǹÖÞ ǱÔ ǭá�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí ǭǹ×� ǹØÞ ǲ ǹï ǭã ǴÔ�Ô ǵìÞ ǲá ǭæ
�ê Ǵá ǵÜ ǭÙ�ŪÔ ǲ ǹæ Ǳǹà ǴØ�ïÞ ǲÕ ǭá�áÞǴÞ ǯç Ǵǹ×�Þǲå ǭãÞ ǱÛ�Ø ǵ ǹã Ǵ ǹà�ÞÔǴÛ ǯÜ Ǵǹ×�ä ǵÙÞ ǲ ǹà�ůâÞ Ǳå ǶÙÞ ǭá ǳç ǵØ�ï ǳÔ�âÞ Ǳå ǶÙ ǹï ǭÜ Ǵï�ǹÙéǶÙàǵ ǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�ä ǶÙë ǵí�Þ ǱØ ǭÞ�Ƶ

�Þ Ǳì ǭï ǵ Ǽî� ǶÙÙǯØ�Ô ǵá ǭÙ�ŪâÞ Ǳå ǶÙ ǹï ǭÜ Ǵ ǹï ǴØ�ï ǳÔ�âÞ Ǳå ǶÙÞ ǭá ǳç�ǹÙéǶÙàǵ ǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�ä ǶÙë ǵí�Þ ǱØ ǭÞ�ũØ ǵí Ǵã ǯÔ�Ūí ǲç ǴÝ ǭë Ǳã ǵì ǭÙ�ŪǹÙØ ǭá�ÜǴǹå ǴãǹÙ�ŪäÞ ǱáÞ Ǳé ǭǹï
ůÞ ǱǹÕ Ǵí ǭǹ×� ǹØÞ ǲ Ǽî ǭéǴå�Üǵå ǭÙ�ŪÞ ǲãǯÜ Ǵí ǲã�ǹÙìÞ Ǳǹï ǭ ǼîÞ ǱÔ�ŪŻÔ ǵç ǭí ǴÔ ǭáż�Ô ǵíǵǹÖÞ ǱÔ ǲã�ÔǵÞ ǭ× ǵ Ǽî�ÔǵÛǹÙ ǹà� ǹØ Ǵá ǭì Ǵ Ǽî�ůÞ ǲãǯÜ Ǵí�Þ ǲç ǵ ǹÕÞ Ǳã ǭǹá Ǳã�äǴå ǵ ǹÕ Ǵí

Text 6  Yalkut Shimoni 2:943

Anthology of midrashic writings on all the books of the Tanakh. Compiled by Rabbi Shimon Ashkenazi of 
Frankfurt, during the era of the Tosafists.

There is a story of a woman who grew very old. She came before Rabbi Yose ben 
Chalafta. She said to him, "Rabbi, I have grown too old. Life is repugnant to me: 
I can taste neither food nor drink. I would like to depart from this world." He said 
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�ä ǶÙÞ ǭ× Ǵí ǭǹï�ä ǳ ǹÕ�ÔǵåÞ Ǳå ǯÜ�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�ŪØ ǵí ǭã ǵÔ ǭÙ�á ǶÙì�ï Ǵ ǹÕ�Ø ǵÔ ǭëǵÞ�ůíǹÙÔ ǵØ� ǭßǶÙï ǭá�á Ǵéǵå ǭÙ�ê Ǵé ǵì�ÔǹÙØ�è ǴÔ�ůØ ǵí ǲØ ǭã ǱǹÕ� ǶÙï ǵã ǭ Ǽî Ǳå�Ø ǵÔ ǭëǵÞ
�Øǳå ǶÙì� ǼîǲÞ ǭÙ�ï ǴÜ ǴÔ�Ø ǵç ǵ Ǽî ǭǹÕ� ǶÙãǵá ǶÙç�Øǳå ǶÙì� ǼîǲÞ�í Ǵã ǵÔ ǭÙ�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�Øǵà ǵ ǹÕ�ůÔ ǵ ǹÕ ǴØ�âǵá ǶÙç ǵØ�Þǲ ǹÞ ǴÜ ǭá�ä ǲØ�äÞ Ǳå ǵãǹÙÛ ǭã�Þ ǱíÞ Ǳå ǶÙÝ ǵë ǭá Ǵì ǭÙ

ůâÞ Ǳå ǵ Ǽî�Ø ǵ ǹã Ǵà ǭǹÕ� ǶÙãǵá ǶÙç

Text 5  Talmud Bavli, Tractate Ketuvot 104a

Compilation of teachings of 3-6th century scholars in Babylonia (Amora’im); final redaction in the 6-7th 
centuries.

The maid of Rabbi [Yehudah HaNasi] went up to the roof. She said, "Those on high 
are seeking Rabbi and those below are seeking Rabbi. May it be [God's] will that 
those below overpower those on high." [However,] when she saw how he suffered 
so from repeatedly taking off and putting on his tefillin each time he would enter the 
bathroom, she said, "May it be [God's] will that those on high will overpower those 
below." However, the rabbis did not cease imploring God's mercy. She, then, took 
a pitcher and threw it down from the roof. They were silenced (momentarily) in their 
prayer and Rabbi's soul departed.

Ô�×ǹÙ ǹã Ǵç�×ì�è Ǵǹ×�ïǶÙÕǹÙï ǭǹà�ïǳà ǳ ǹæ Ǵã�ŪÞ Ǳá ǭÕ Ǵ ǹÕ�×ǹÙã ǭá Ǵ ǹï
�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�ï ǳÔ�äÞ Ǳ Ǽî ǭǹì ǴÕ ǭã�âÞ Ǳå ǶÙ ǹï ǭÜ Ǵ ǹï ǴØ ǭÙ�ŪÞ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�ï ǳÔ�äÞ Ǳ Ǽî ǭǹì ǴÕ ǭã�âÞ Ǳå ǶÙÞ ǭá ǳç�ũØ ǵí Ǵã ǯÔ�ŪÔ ǵíǵǹÖÞ ǱÔ ǭá�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí ǭǹ×� ǹØÞ ǲ ǹï ǭã ǴÔ�Ô ǵìÞ ǲá ǭæ
�ê Ǵá ǵÜ ǭÙ�ŪÔ ǲ ǹæ Ǳǹà ǴØ�ïÞ ǲÕ ǭá�áÞǴÞ ǯç Ǵǹ×�Þǲå ǭãÞ ǱÛ�Ø ǵ ǹã Ǵ ǹà�ÞÔǴÛ ǯÜ Ǵǹ×�ä ǵÙÞ ǲ ǹà�ůâÞ Ǳå ǶÙÞ ǭá ǳç ǵØ�ï ǳÔ�âÞ Ǳå ǶÙ ǹï ǭÜ Ǵï�ǹÙéǶÙàǵ ǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�ä ǶÙë ǵí�Þ ǱØ ǭÞ�Ƶ

�Þ Ǳì ǭï ǵ Ǽî� ǶÙÙǯØ�Ô ǵá ǭÙ�ŪâÞ Ǳå ǶÙ ǹï ǭÜ Ǵ ǹï ǴØ�ï ǳÔ�âÞ Ǳå ǶÙÞ ǭá ǳç�ǹÙéǶÙàǵ ǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�ä ǶÙë ǵí�Þ ǱØ ǭÞ�ũØ ǵí Ǵã ǯÔ�Ūí ǲç ǴÝ ǭë Ǳã ǵì ǭÙ�ŪǹÙØ ǭá�ÜǴǹå ǴãǹÙ�ŪäÞ ǱáÞ Ǳé ǭǹï
ůÞ ǱǹÕ Ǵí ǭǹ×� ǹØÞ ǲ Ǽî ǭéǴå�Üǵå ǭÙ�ŪÞ ǲãǯÜ Ǵí ǲã�ǹÙìÞ Ǳǹï ǭ ǼîÞ ǱÔ�ŪŻÔ ǵç ǭí ǴÔ ǭáż�Ô ǵíǵǹÖÞ ǱÔ ǲã�ÔǵÞ ǭ× ǵ Ǽî�ÔǵÛǹÙ ǹà� ǹØ Ǵá ǭì Ǵ Ǽî�ůÞ ǲãǯÜ Ǵí�Þ ǲç ǵ ǹÕÞ Ǳã ǭǹá Ǳã�äǴå ǵ ǹÕ Ǵí

Text 6  Yalkut Shimoni 2:943

Anthology of midrashic writings on all the books of the Tanakh. Compiled by Rabbi Shimon Ashkenazi of 
Frankfurt, during the era of the Tosafists.

There is a story of a woman who grew very old. She came before Rabbi Yose ben 
Chalafta. She said to him, "Rabbi, I have grown too old. Life is repugnant to me: 
I can taste neither food nor drink. I would like to depart from this world." He said 
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Text 6 Yalkut Shimoni 2:943  

Anthology of midrashic writings on all the books of the Tanakh. Compiled by Rabbi Shimon Ashkenazi of 
Frankfurt, during the era of the Tosafists.  

There is a story of a woman who grew very old. She came before Rabbi Yose ben 
Chalafta. She said to him, "Rabbi, I have grown too old. Life is repugnant to me: 
I can taste neither food nor drink. I would like to depart from this world." He said to her, 
"How is it that you have lived so long?" She answered, "Every day, I am accustomed to 
go early to the synagogue even if I must desist from something 
I like." He said to her, "Refrain for three successive days from going to the synagogue." 
She went and did this and on the third day she became ill and died.  

 

 

PART III: A Turning Point – how to treat the dying. 

Text 7 Minor Tractate Semachot 1:1-4  

Included in the Bab. Talmud, a compilation of teachings of 3-6th century scholars in Babylonia 
(Amora’im); final redaction in the 6-7th centuries.  

Rule 1. A goses (someone on the brink of death) is regarded as a living person in all 
respects... 
Rule 2. We do not tie up his cheek-bones, or stop up his apertures, or place a metal 
vessel or anything which chills on his stomach...  
Rule 3. We may not move him or place him on sand or salt until he dies... 
Rule 4. We may not close the eyes of a dying man. Whoever touches or moves 
him is guilty of bloodshed. For Rabbi Meir used to say: "He can be compared to a lamp 
which is dripping, should a man touch it, he extinguishes it. Similarly, whoever closes 
the eyes of a dying man is considered to have taken his life.  
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to her, "How is it that you have lived so long?" She answered, "Every day, I am 
accustomed to go early to the synagogue even if I must desist from something 
I like." He said to her, "Refrain for three successive days from going to the 
synagogue." She went and did this and on the third day she became ill and died.

ŽÜ�Þ ǲá ǭ Ǽî Ǳãž�ÖãìïïũÕ�Þ Ǳå ǶÙç ǭã Ǳ Ǽî�ÝǹÙì ǭáǴÞ
�Þ Ǳǹï ǭå ǴìǵÛ�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�ŪǶÙá�Ø ǵí ǭã ǵÔ�Ô ǵ ǹï ǭé ǴáǯÜ�ä ǳ ǹÕ�Þ ǲæǶÙÞ�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�Þǲå ǭé Ǳá�Ø ǵÔ ǵ ǹÕ�ŽïÔÕž�ŪØǲ ǹÕ ǭí ǴØ�ØǵåÞ Ǳì ǭÛ ǱØ ǳ Ǽî�ï ǴÜ ǴÔ�Ø ǵ Ǽǹî ǱÔ ǭǹÕ�Ø ǳǽî ǯç Ǵã
�í ǲÝ ǵ ǹé Ǳá�ï ǳ Ǽî ǳǹì ǴÕ ǭã�Þ Ǳå ǯÔ ǴÙ�Ø ǳì ǭ Ǽî Ǵã�ÔǶ á ǭÙ�áǵà ǯÔ Ǵã�ÔǶ á�ï ǳã ǳç ǶÙÝ�Þ ǱåÞ ǲÔ ǳ Ǽî�â ǲØ�áǹÙǹÙ Ǳå�á ǳ Ǽî�âÞ ǱǹÞ ǴÜ�Ù ǵ Ǽî ǭà Ǵç ǲãǹÙ�ÞÔ Ǵǹ× Ǳã�í ǲïǶÙÞ
�Þ Ǳå ǯÔ�ÕÞ ǱÕ ǵÜ�í ǵÕ ǵǹ×�Þ Ǳá� ǼîǲÞ�ǹÙáÞ Ǳé ǯÔ�Þ Ǳå ǯÔ�Ø ǵ×ǹÙã ǭá� ǶÙ ǹá�Ø ǵí ǭã ǵÔ�ŪâÞ ǱãǵÞ� ǭß ǵ ǹà�áǵ ǹà� ǭǹï ǭà Ǵí ǮÔ ǳØ�Ø ǳã Ǵ ǹÕ� ǹØ ǵá�í Ǵã ǵÔ�Ūâǵá ǶÙç ǵØ�ä Ǳã
�ØǳÛ�âÞ ǱãǵÞ�Ø ǵ ǼîǶ á ǭ Ǽî�ï ǳæǳå ǭǹà ǴØ�ïÞ ǲ ǹÕ Ǳã� ǭß ǲã ǭë Ǵç�Þ Ǳç ǭå Ǳã� ǹØ ǵá�í Ǵã ǵÔ�ŪâǶÙÞ�áǵà ǭǹÕ�ï ǳæǳå ǭǹà ǴØ�ïÞ ǲÕ ǭá�ï ǳãǳ ǹà ǭ Ǽî ǴãǹÙ� ǶÙïǶÙÔ�ï ǴÜǴǹå Ǵã

ůůůØ ǵï ǲãǹÙ�Ø ǵï ǭá ǵÜ�Þ Ǳ ǼîÞ Ǳá ǭ Ǽǹî ǴØ�âǶÙǹÞ ǴÕǹÙ�ä ǲ ǹà�Ø ǵï ǭǽî ǵç ǭÙ�Øǵà ǭá ǵØ�ŪØǳÛ�í ǴÜ ǴÔ

Analysis – Texts 4 and 6

Presented here are three stories from rabbinic literature which relate to the question of 
compassion and euthanasia. 

The first deals with the cruel execution of Rabbi Chanina ben Teradyon. Arrested for teaching 
Torah, the Romans wanted to make of him an example; hence they determined that he 
should suffer horribly before he died. They bound Torah scrolls to him, piled boughs around 
him and ignited them all; but lest the fire kill him too quickly, the Romans placed wet mats 
of wool on his body, as well. Rabbi Chanina's students couldn't bear his suffering so they 
suggested he do what is necessary to hasten his death. His response is instructive. Only 
God can make life and death decisions, humans have no right to interfere. He therefore was 
prepared to withstand whatever punishment the Romans would inflict upon him.

Nonetheless, when the executioner, in an unusual display of compassion, offered to hasten his 
death to avoid unnecessary suffering, Rabbi Chanina accepted and died quickly. This bizarre 
change of mind requires explanation. Was it a moment of weakness that overcame him and 
compelled him to act contrary to his principles? Or is there some logic in his behavior? The 
legal implications of this story are discussed at length and we will study some of those later 
in the lesson.
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PART IV: In what ways do we respond? 
 
[A]Classic Rabbinic 
Text 8 Sefer Chasidim 723  

A compilation of teachings following the format of Rabbi Yehudah ben Shmuel he-Chasid of 
Regensburg's (c.1150–1217) work by the same name, comprised of his teachings as well as the 
teachings of his students and other scholars that followed in the generations immediately after him.  

If we are causing one not to die quickly, such as the case of one who is a goses, and 
nearby someone is chopping wood, and his soul is not able to depart, we remove the 
woodchopper from there. We [also] don’t place salt on his tongue, to prevent him from 
dying. [However,] if the goses says that he cannot die unless he is moved elsewhere, 
he is not to be moved.  

 

Text 9 Rabbi Moshe Isserles, Shulchan Arukh, Yoreh Deah 339:1  

Known by his acronym: Rama; 16th century halakhic authority and codifier in Poland; author of 
commentary on the Tur and glosses to the Shulchan Arukh.  

It is prohibited to hasten the death process. For example, in the case of one who has 
been a goses for a long period of time, and whose soul is unable to depart, it is 
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Text 7  Minor Tractate Semachot 1:1-4

Included in the Bab. Talmud, a compilation of teachings of 3-6th century scholars in Babylonia (Amora’im); 
final redaction in the 6-7th centuries.

Rule 1. A goses (someone on the brink of death) is regarded as a living person in all 
respects... 
Rule 2. We do not tie up his cheek-bones, or stop up his apertures, or place a metal 
vessel or anything which chills on his stomach... 
Rule 3. We may not move him, or place him on sand or salt until he dies... 
Rule 4. We may not close the eyes of a dying man. Whoever touches or moves 
him is guilty of bloodshed. For Rabbi Meir used to say: "He can be compared to a 
lamp which is dripping, should a man touch it, he extinguishes it. Similarly, whoever 
closes the eyes of a dying man is considered to have taken his life.

×ƇÔ�Øǵà ǵá ǯØ�ŪÔ�ì ǳí ǳ ǹé�ŪïǶÙÜ ǵã ǭǽî�ŪØǵǹå ǴÝ ǭì�ïǳà ǳ ǹæ Ǵã
�ůůůâǵá ǶÙç ǭá�í ǵÕ ǵǹ×�áǵà ǭá�Þ ǴÜ ǭǹà�ÔǹÙØ�Þ ǲíǯØ�æ ǲæǶÙǹÖ ǴØ�ůÔ�Øǵà ǵá ǯØ�

�ÔǹÙØ ǳ Ǽî�í ǵÕ ǵ× ǭÙ�ïǶÙà ǵ ǹï Ǵã�á ǳ Ǽî�Þ Ǳá ǭǹà�äÞ Ǳå ǭïǶÙå�äÞ ǲÔ ǭÙ�ÙÞ ǵÕ ǵì ǭå�ï ǳÔ�äÞ Ǳì ǭì ǶÙ ǹé�äÞ ǲÔ ǭÙ�ÙÞǵÞ ǵÜ ǭá�ï ǳÔ�äÞ Ǳí ǭ Ǽî ǶÙì�äÞ ǲÔ�ůÕ�Øǵà ǵá ǯØ
�ůůůǶÙíǹÙ ǹÕ ǱÝ�á Ǵç�í ǲìÞ ǲã 

�ũïǹÙãǵ ǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�Ø ǵç ǵ Ǽî�× Ǵç�Ü Ǵá ǳ ǹã ǴØ�á Ǵç�ÔǶ á ǭÙ�á ǶÙÜ ǴØ�Þ ǲ ǹÕ ǴǹÖ�á Ǵç� ǶÙïǶÙÔ�äÞ ǱáÞ ǱÝ ǭã�äÞ ǲÔ ǭÙ� ǶÙïǶÙÔ�äÞ ǱÛÞ ǱÛ ǭã�äÞ ǭÔ�ůÖ�Øǵà ǵá ǯØ�
�í ǲãǶÙÔ�íÞ ǱÔ ǲã�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�ØǵÞ ǵØ ǳ Ǽî�âÞ Ǳã ǵǹ×� ǭß ǲéǶÙ Ǽî�ØǳÛ�Þ ǲíǯØ� ǶÙÛÞ ǱÛ ǭãǹÙ� ǶÙ ǹÕ� ǴçǲÖǶÙ ǹå ǴØ�æ ǲæǶÙǹÖ ǴØ�ÞǲåÞ ǲç�ï ǳÔ�ŻäÞ Ǳë ǭ ǹã Ǵç ǭãż�äÞ ǲÔ�ů×�Øǵà ǵá ǯØ
�ÙÞ ǵá ǵç�äÞ Ǳá ǯç Ǵã�æ ǲæǶÙǹÖ ǴØ�ÞǲåÞ ǲç�ï ǳÔ�ê ǲ ǹã Ǵç ǭã ǴØ�áǵ ǹà� ǭß ǵ ǹà�ǹÙØ ǲ ǹÕ Ǵà ǭã�â ǵ× ǵÔ� ǶÙ ǹÕ�ç ǴÖǵ ǹå ǳ Ǽî�ä ǵÙÞ ǲ ǹà�è ǲÝ ǭé ǴÝ ǭã�ÔǹÙØ ǳ Ǽî�íǲå ǭá�á ǵ Ǽî ǵã

ůǶÙï ǵã ǭ Ǽî Ǳå�á ǲÝǶÙå�ÔǹÙØ�ǹÙáÞ ǱÔ ǭǹà

Analysis – Text 7

This text lists the laws pertaining to a goses (æ ǲæǶÙǹÖ — a dying person). Despite his terminal 
condition, he is to be regarded as a living being and any act which hastens his demise is 
tantamount to murder. 

Was not Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi (Text 5) a æ ǲæǶÙǹÖ and, nevertheless, his maid acted in a way 
which enabled him to die? The elderly woman (Text 6) was not even technically a ï ǳæ ǳæǶÙǹÖ 
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(goseset), as her condition was a function of age not a terminal illness, and Rabbi Yose still 
offered counsel on how to end her life? How then is the law, as articulated in Text 7, to be 
reconciled with the texts just studied? 

Text 8  Sefer Chasidim 723

A compilation of teachings following the format of Rabbi Yehudah ben Shmuel he-Chasid of Regensburg's 
(c.1150–1217) work by the same name, comprised of his teachings as well as the teachings of his students and 
other scholars that followed in the generations immediately after him.

If we are causing one not to die quickly, such as the case of one who is a goses, and 
nearby someone is chopping wood, and his soul is not able to depart, we remove 
the woodchopper from there. We [also] don’t place salt on his tongue, to prevent 
him from dying. [However,] if the goses says that he cannot die unless he is moved 
elsewhere, he is not to be moved.

[Translated by Abe Wechsler]

ÖƜàîï�âÞ Ǳ×Þ Ǳæ ǯÜ�í ǳé ǲæ
�× ǵÜ ǳÔ�ØǵÞ ǵØ ǭÙ�æ ǲæǶÙǹÖ�× ǵÜ ǳÔ�ØǵÞ ǵØ ǳ Ǽî�ä ǶÙÖ ǭǹà�Ø ǵí ǲØ ǭã�ïǹÙãǵÞ�ÔǶ ǹá ǳ Ǽî�äÞ Ǳã ǭíǶÙǹÖ�â ǱÔ ǭÙ�éáǶîÙïÕÞãÙáÙÙçÙáÙÞÙÔǶîÙÙÔçÕÙÖÞ
�Ü Ǵá ǳã�äÞ ǱãÞ Ǳǽî ǭã�äÞ ǲÔ ǭÙ�â ǵ Ǽǹî Ǳã�Õ ǲÝǶÙÜ ǴØ�äÞ ǱíÞ Ǳæ ǭã�ïÔ ǲë ǵá�Øǵá ǶÙà ǭÞ�Ø ǵã ǵ Ǽî ǭǹå ǴØ�äÞ ǲÔ ǭÙ�âÞ Ǳë ǲç�Õ ǲÝǶÙÜ�ïǱÞ Ǵ ǹÕ� ǶÙïǶÙÔ ǭá�ÕǶÙí ǵì

�ǹÙØǹÙÛÞ ǱÛǵÞ�á ǴÔ�í ǲÜ ǴÔ�âǶÙì ǵã ǭǹÕ�ǹÙØǹÙãÞ Ǳǽîǵ ǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�× Ǵç�ïǹÙãǵá�áǶÙàǵÞ� ǶÙåÞ ǲÔ�í ǲãǶÙÔ ǭÙ�æ ǲæǶÙǹÖ�â ǱÔ ǭÙ�ïǹÙãǵÞ�ÔǶ ǹá ǳ Ǽî�Þ ǲ× ǭǹà� ǶÙå ǶÙ Ǽî ǭá�á Ǵç
ůâ ǵ Ǽǹî Ǳã

Text 9  Rabbi Moshe Isserles, Shulchan Arukh, Yoreh 
Deah 339:1

Known by his acronym: Rama; 16th century halakhic authority and codifier in Poland; author of commentary 
on the Tur and glosses to the Shulchan Arukh.

It is prohibited to hasten the death process. For example, in the case of one who 
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forbidden to remove the pillow, whose feathers are the source [of the impediment to 
death] according to some, from under him. It is forbidden to move him or to place the 
synagogue keys under his head in order to cause his soul to depart. But if there is 
anything which causes a hindrance to the departure of the soul, such as the presence 
near the patient's house of a knocking noise like woodchopping, or if there is salt on the 
patient's tongue and these hinder the soul's departure, it is permissible to remove them 
from there because no act is involved with this at all but only the removal of the 
impediments [to death].  

 

PART V: In what ways do we respond? 
[B] Modern Responses 
Text 10 Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, Iggrot Moshe, Choshen Mishpat 
2:73,74  

An American Orthodox halakhic authority (1895-1986).  

2:73 The gemara included this story to teach us that there are occasions when it is 
necessary, for a person in pain and for whom medicine and prayers for recovery are 
ineffective, to pray for their death...with regard to people in this category — when 
doctors realize the impossibility of recovery and survival, and drugs to reduce the pain 
cannot be provided, and all that exists is medicine to prolong their lives in anguish, that 
such medicine should not be provided but these patients should be left alone...However, 
oxygen should be provided even when it will not cure him since it reduces the pain...  

2:74...food must be provided... since it strengthens him a bit even if he is not cognizant 
of its merits...and this is not comparable to medicine, since food is a natural necessity...  
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has been a goses for a long period of time, and whose soul is unable to depart, it is 
forbidden to remove the pillow, whose feathers are the source [of the impediment to 
death] according to some, from under him. It is forbidden to move him or to place 
the synagogue keys under his head in order to cause his soul to depart. But if there 
is anything which causes a hindrance to the departure of the soul, such as the 
presence near the patient's house of a knocking noise like woodchopping, or if there 
is salt on the patient's tongue and these hinder the soul's departure, it is permissible 
to remove them from there because no act is involved with this at all but only the 
removal of the impediments [to death]. 

ÔũÝáî�ä ǵãÞ Ǳæ�ŪØ ǵç ǲǹ×�Ø ǳíǶÙÞ�ŪǭßǹÙí ǵç�ä ǵÜ ǭá Ǹ Ǽî�ŪǽîÞ Ǳá ǭí ǳæÞ ǱÔ�Ø ǳ ǼîǶã�Õ Ǵí
�Ý ǲã ǵ Ǽǹî ǱØ ǭá�íǹÙæ ǵÔ�× ǲí ǵ ǹé ǱØ ǭá�á ǴàǹÙÞ�ÔǶ á ǭÙ� ǭß ǶÙí ǵÔ�ä Ǵã ǭÛ�æ ǲæǶÙǹÖ�ÔǹÙØ ǳ Ǽî�Þ Ǳã�ä ǶÙÖ ǭǹà�Ø ǵí ǲØ ǭã�ïǹÙãǵ ǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�ï ǲãǵá�âǶÙí ǭÖ Ǳá�íǹÙæ ǵÔ�ä ǲà ǭÙ
� ǶÙãǶÙì ǭ ǹã Ǳã�ǹÙ ǹåǳÛÞ ǱÛǵÞ�ÔǶ á�ä ǲà ǭÙ�ØǳÛ�âÞ Ǳã ǭíǶÙǹÖ ǳ Ǽî�ïǶÙéǶÙç�ïǵë ǭì Ǳã�ïǶÙë ǶÙå� Ǽîǲ ǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�âÞ Ǳí ǭãǶÙÔ ǳ Ǽî� ǴÜǶ ǹà Ǳã�ÙÞ ǵ ǹï ǭÜ Ǵ ǹï Ǳã�ï ǳæǳ ǹà ǴØ ǭÙ�í Ǵ ǹà ǴØ
�ÕǹÙ ǹà Ǳç�â ǲíǶÙǹÖ ǳ Ǽî�í ǵÕ ǵǹ×�â ǵ Ǽî� ǼîǲÞ�â ǱÔ�á ǵÕ ǯÔ�× ǲí ǵ ǹé ǱǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�Þ ǲ× ǭǹà� ǶÙ ǼîÔǶí�ï ǴÜ Ǵ ǹï�ï ǳæǳå ǭǹà ǴØ�ïÞ ǲ ǹÕ�ïǶÙÜ ǭǹï ǭé Ǵã�âǹÙǽî ǵá�íǹÙæ ǵÔ�ä ǲà ǭÙ

�ǹÙ ǹá ǲÔ ǭÙ� ǶÙå ǶÙ Ǽî ǭá�á Ǵç�Ü Ǵá ǳã� Ǽîǲ ǹÞ ǳ Ǽî� ǶÙÔ�âÞ Ǳë ǲç�Õ ǲÝǶÙÜ�ä ǶÙÖ ǭǹà�ì ǲéǶÙ ǹ×�áǶÙì�ïǱÞ Ǵ ǹÕ� ǶÙïǶÙÔ ǭá� ǭßǹÙã ǵæ� Ǽîǲ ǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�ä ǶÙÖ ǭǹà� Ǽî ǳéǳ ǹå ǴØ�ï ǴÔÞ Ǳë ǭÞ
ů Ǵçǲå ǶÙ ǹã ǴØ�íÞ Ǳæ ǲ ǹã ǳ Ǽî�Ô ǵ ǹá ǳÔ�á ǵá ǭǹà�Ø ǳǽî ǯç Ǵã�ØǳÛ ǵ ǹÕ�äÞ ǲÔ ǭǹ×�â ǵ Ǽǹî Ǳã� ǶÙíÞ ǱæǯØ Ǵá�í ǵ ǹï Ǹã� Ǽî ǳéǳ ǹå ǴØ�ï ǴÔÞ Ǳë ǭÞ�âÞ ǱÕ ǭǹà Ǵç ǭã

Analysis – Texts 8 and 9

These medieval authorities are codifying Jewish law regarding the treatment of the dying. 
Sefer Chasidim introduces a new legal concept — the prohibition to prevent someone from 
dying quickly. In medieval times it was believed that certain noises or substances, such as 
the noise of a woodchopper and the taste of salt, could prevent a soul from departing. These 
must be removed to allow death to take its natural course. Isserles (Rama), on this basis, 
distinguishes between hastening death and removing the impediments to death. While there 
may be a semantic difference between the above phrases, in either case, death will have 
occurred later if not for human intervention. We might also distinguish between these two 
categories, referring to them as active versus passive euthanasia. In addition, Sefer Chasidim 
prohibits introducing impediments to death, and in certain cases advocates for their removal, 
whereas Rama permits their removal. Both agree, however, that moving the æ ǲæǶÙǹÖ hastens 
his death. (This is apparently the basis for the prohibition against removing the pillow which 
would otherwise seem to fall under the category of an impediment.) And both recognize that 
there are occasions in which humans may not interfere in the natural process of dying. 
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Text 11 Rabbi Elliot N. Dorff, Applying Jewish Law to New 
Circumstances  

(b. 1943) US Conservative rabbi, professor, author, and bioethicist; author of this Melton curriculum.  

The Problem 
Many issues that arise in contemporary life are so different in either context or 
substance from what our ancestors knew in their times, that what they said seems 
either inappropriate for making decisions in current circumstances or inapplicable 
altogether. How, then, can Judaism be used as a source for moral guidance for such 
cases?  

No Sources Mean No Guidance  
One response is to say that if there is nothing explicitly in the tradition that deals 
with our problem, we should simply say that and look elsewhere for moral guidance. 
This approach has several advantages. First of all, it is honest: it acknowledges that the 
tradition says nothing directly on point about this. Second, it takes seriously the 
newness of modern circumstances and the need to think thoroughly about how to live 
nobly in very new contexts; we cannot simply rely on the past to tell us what to  
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With all the above information we are in a better position to draw certain conclusions about 
euthanasia and ultimately be able to better relate, from a Jewish perspective, to the issues 
involved in the case studies presented earlier.

At this point, we turn to modern contemporary responsa addressing the issue of euthanasia.

Text 10  Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, Iggrot Moshe, Choshen 
Mishpat 2:73,74

An American Orthodox halakhic authority (1895-1986).

2:73 The gemara included this story to teach us that there are occasions when it is 
necessary, for a person in pain and for whom medicine and prayers for recovery are 
ineffective, to pray for their death...with regard to people in this category — when 
doctors realize the impossibility of recovery and survival, and drugs to reduce the 
pain cannot be provided, and all that exists is medicine to prolong their lives in 
anguish, that such medicine should not be provided but these patients should be 
left alone...However, oxygen should be provided even when it will not cure him since 
it reduces the pain... 
 
2:74...food must be provided... since it strengthens him a bit even if he is not 
cognizant of its merits...and this is not comparable to medicine, since food is a 
natural necessity... 

ųÕ�ì ǳá ǲÜ�Ý ǵ ǹé ǭ Ǽî Ǳã�ä ǳ Ǽî ǶÙÜ�ŪØ ǳ ǼîǶã�ïǶÙí ǭÖ ǱÔ�ŪäÞÞ ǴÝ ǭ ǼîǭåÞÞ Ǵé�Ø ǳ ǼîǶã�Õ Ǵí
Öç�ä ǵãÞ Ǳæ

�äÞ ǱáÞ Ǳç ǶÙã�äÞ ǲÔ ǭÙ�í ǲç ǴÝ ǭë Ǳ ǹã ǳ Ǽî ǭǹà�â ǵ× ǵÔ ǵØ�á Ǵç�á ǲ ǹá Ǵ ǹé ǭï ǱØ ǭá� ǭßÞ Ǳí ǵǹë ǳ Ǽî�âÞ Ǳã ǵç ǭé Ǳá�Ôǵ ǹàÞ ǱÔ ǳ Ǽî�äǴåÞ Ǳç ǶÙã ǭ Ǽî ǴÔ ǭá�Ô ǵí ǵã ǭǹÖ ǴØ�ØǳÛ�Ý Ǵìǵå ǭÙ
�Þ ǲ ǼîǵåÞ ǮÔ ǭÕǹÙ�ůůůïǹÙãǵ ǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�ÙÞ ǵá ǵç�á ǲ ǹá Ǵ ǹé ǭï ǱØ ǭá� ǭßÞ Ǳí ǵǹë ǳ Ǽî�ŪǹÙá ǭǹÕ Ǵì ǭï Ǳå�ÔǶ á�Ô ǲ ǹé Ǵí ǭïǱǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�ïǶÙ ǹá Ǳé ǭǹï ǴØ ǭÙ�ŪǶÙïÙÔǶ ǹé Ǵí ǭá�ïǶÙÔǹÙé ǭí�ÞǲåÞ Ǳã

�ÔǹÙØ ǳ Ǽî� ǶÙã ǭǹà�ØǳÞ ǭÜ ǱǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�ÔǶ á�è ǴÔ ǭÙ�ŪïǶÙÞ ǭÜ Ǳá ǭÙ�ïÙÔǶ ǹé Ǵí ǭï ǱØ ǭá� ǶÙá�í ǵ Ǽî ǭé ǳÔ�Þ ǱÔ ǳ Ǽî�äÞ ǱíÞ Ǳǹà Ǵã�âÞ ǱÔ ǭéǶÙí ǵØ ǳ Ǽî�ÔǵåÙ ǵǹÙ ǴǹÖ�ÞÔ ǴØ ǭǹà
�ŪäÞ ǱíǹÙ ǹæ ǱÞ ǭǹÕ�Ø ǵ ǹï Ǵç�Ô ǵë ǭã Ǳå�ÔǹÙØ ǳ Ǽî� ǶÙã ǭǹà�ÙÞ ǵãǵÞ� ǭßÞ Ǳí ǯÔ ǴØ ǭá�Ø ǵÔǹÙé ǭí�Þ ǲ ǹã Ǵæ� ǶÙá�ä ǲ ǹï Ǳá�í ǵ Ǽî ǭé ǳÔ�á ǵÕ ǯÔ�äÞ ǱíǹÙ ǹæ ǱÞ�ÔǶ á ǭǹÕ�Øǳá ǶÙÜ
�ǶÙá�ä ǲ ǹï Ǳá� ǭßÞ Ǳí ǵë�âǶÙ Ǽîǭå Ǳá�áǶÙàǵÞ� ǶÙåÞ ǲÔ ǳ Ǽî�ä ǵ ǹà Ǹæ ǭã�Øǳá ǶÙÜ ǭÙ�ůůůâ ǲØ ǳ Ǽî� ǶÙã ǭǹà�âǹÙÜÞ ǱǹåǴÞ�Ô ǵ ǹá ǳÔ�ïǶÙÔǹÙé ǭí�ÞǲåÞ Ǳã� ǶÙá�ä ǲ ǹï Ǳá�äÞ ǲÔ
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ůÙÞ ǵíǹÙ ǹæ ǱÞ ǲã�á ǲì ǵØ ǭá�ÔǹÙØ�Þ ǲíǯØ ǳ Ǽî�ŪǶÙïÙÔǶ ǹé Ǵí ǭá�í ǵ Ǽî ǭé ǳÔ�Þ ǱÔ ǳ Ǽî�ä ǳéǶÙÔ ǭǹÕ�ÔǹÙØ ǳ Ǽî�è ǴÔ�ŽäçîÛ×ÞæìÔž�ä ǵë ǭã ǴÜ 
×ç�ä ǵãÞ Ǳæ

�è ǴÔ�Ý Ǵç ǭã� ǶÙÜǶ ǹà�äÞ ǱìÞ ǱÛ ǯÜ Ǵã�ÞÔ Ǵǹ× ǴÙ ǭǹ×�äÞ Ǳá ǭì ǭá Ǵì ǭã�äÞ ǲÔ ǭÙ�äÞ ǱìÞ Ǳǹ Û Ǵã�äÞ ǲÔ ǳ Ǽî�âÞ Ǳí ǵÕ ǭǹ×� ǶÙáÞ Ǳà ǯÔ ǴØ ǭá� ǭßÞ Ǳí ǵǹë ǳ Ǽî�ÝǹÙ Ǽî ǵ ǹé�ůůů
�í ǵÕ ǵǹ×�ÔǹÙØ�ØǵáÞ Ǳà ǯÔ ǵØ ǳ Ǽî�ÝǹÙ Ǽî ǵ ǹé�â Ǵç Ǵ ǹÝ ǴØ ǭÙ�ŪØ ǵÔǹÙé ǭíÞ ǲ ǹã ǴæÞǲå ǭÞ ǭå Ǳç ǭáá ǵá ǭǹàÞ ǲã ǵǹ×�ÔǶ á ǭÙůůů ǼîÞ ǱǹÖ ǭí Ǵã� ǶÙåÞ ǲÔ� ǶÙã ǭë Ǵç ǭǹÕ�Øǳá ǶÙÜ ǴØ ǳ Ǽî

ůÞ Ǳç ǭÕ ǱÝ

ůÜëî�è×�ŪìíÙÞ�ÙÞå�ŪÕáì�äãÞæ�ŪÖ�ìáÜ�Øç×�ØíÙÞ�ŪØîã�ïÙíÖÔ�ůã�ŪäÞÞÝîåÞÞé

Analysis – Text 10

In discussing a person who is in agony while suffering from a terminal, irreversible illness, 
Feinstein argues that medicine need not be provided (this category is often referred to as 
passive euthanasia — by withholding vital ingredients we are passively causing death) and 
prayers for the speedy death of that person are indeed appropriate. He bases his halachic 
decision on the behavior of Rabbi's maid. In Feinstein's view, she interrupted the mechanism 
that was prolonging his life and we are to follow her behavior in similar circumstances. (He 
doesn't discuss the story of the old woman and Rabbi Yose.) However, oxygen should be 
maintained as it reduces pain.

If prolonging life is not required, does this imply that we may stop providing a terminal patient 
with food and other vital necessities? In a different responsa, Feinstein distinguishes between 
natural necessities that must be provided, such as food, as opposed to medication which is 
artificial and need not be provided. 

It might be suggested that Feinstein is employing an ANALYTICAL APPROACH to arrive at 
his decision, seeing his views as direct outcomes of the Talmudic and other rabbinic texts.
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do. Third, it is very liberating; it allows Jews to decide the matter for themselves without 
any limitations imposed by Jewish law, gaining guidance, if they want it, from whomever 
or whatever they wish.  

This approach, however, has some serious disadvantages as well. Because 
20 modernity has changed our lives in virtually every area of life, direct precedents are 
lacking for many, many modern issues. Thus, on this approach, Judaism will not be able 
to guide us regarding many areas of our lives. This will be bad for both Jews and 
Judaism: Jews will lack any Jewish guidance for important decisions in their lives, and 
Judaism will lose a major source of its attraction and significance for Jews.  

“Everything Is In It” 
The opposite end of the spectrum is typified by Ben Bag Bag’s comment about the 
Torah, “Turn it over, and turn it over again, for everything is in it …” 

Clearly it is not Written Torah itself that contains the answers to everything; it is the 
Torah as interpreted anew in succeeding generations  that can produce the answers to 
all the questions… 

The advantages of this methodology are apparent. If you believe that God gave the 
Written and Oral Torahs and you derive all of your rulings on modern issues from them 
or the later rabbinic literature based on them, you can claim that your ruling shares in 
the divine authority of those texts. This methodology also provides a very strong link to 
the tradition, thus preserving continuity along with authority.Clearly it is not the Written 
Torah itself that contains the answers to everything; it is the Torah as interpreted anew 
in succeeding generations that can produce the answers to all questions …  

On the other hand, there are significant problems with this methodology. First, the 
Rabbis themselves may have been exaggerating when they said that the answers to all 
questions for all time are contained in the Written and Oral Torahs. These statements 
may have been expressions of the love they had for the tradition and the deep meaning 
they found in it without really intending that everything was to be answered by 
interpreting it. The Tradition, for example, never tells us how to bake a cake or how to 
fix a broken cart.  

Even if the Rabbis of the Mishnah and Talmud meant such statements literally, they 
could claim that the Torah addresses everything only because they were willing to 
stretch its meaning to address the issues of their world. There is no guarantee that what 
they created for their time will fit ours.  

Furthermore, because our context is so different from theirs, one [problem in using this 
method is that it could be claimed – A.W.] that the tradition dealt with issues that it never 
contemplated, let alone consciously dealt with. One is actually reading what one wants 
into the tradition (eisegesis) rather than gaining guidance from the tradition (exegesis). 
That is dishonest. Moreover, on a practical level, we learn from this method only what 
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the interpreter thinks, and that may respond to the modern question very badly, perhaps 
even dangerously.  

Personal Autonomy 
Yet another approach, typical of Reform thinkers but not exclusive [to] them, is to 
highlight the role of the individual in deciding what to do. Some advocates of this 
approach emphasize that to be a recognizably Jewish decision, individual Jews must 
study the Jewish tradition and take into account the import of their decisions for the 
Jewish community as well as for themselves. Still, in the end, it is the individual who 
must decide what to do.  

The advantages and disadvantages of this approach are readily apparent. This puts the 
responsibility of making moral decisions squarely on the shoulders of the individuals 
who face them. This encourages individuals to take responsibility for their actions. It 
also prevents them from thinking that they can blame anyone else for what they do, as 
many of the Nazis did when they claimed that they were simply following orders. 
Further, it enables individuals to decide issues as they see fit.  

Aside from the freedom that this brings, it makes it more probable that people will act on 
what they themselves determine to be moral.  

Like its advantages, the problems with this approach are rooted in its individualism. 80 If 
individuals make their own decisions, in what sense can there ever be a communal 
norm? Worse, especially because individuals may consult their rabbi and the Jewish 
tradition as much or as little as they please, what makes the decisions individual Jews 
make identifiably Jewish? Most Jews, after all, do not know much about Judaism, 
especially in problematic moral areas. They also lack the skills of applying the tradition 
to modern circumstances …  

Applying Jewish Law Wisely 
I have described various aspects of my own methodology in the appendices of my 
books on Jewish medical, social, and personal ethics, and I have described its 
conceptual foundations in my book on Jewish law, For Love of God and People: A 
Philosophy of Jewish Law. Here I will summarize it and then point out its strengths and 
weaknesses.  

I view Jewish law as similar to a human being, with a body and soul. The body of 
Jewish law, the corpus juris, functions in many of the ways that the human body does, 
with some parts changing rapidly and others very slowly in order to renew itself and 
accommodate itself to new environments. The soul of Jewish law, the Covenant, links 
Jews to God and to each other with the goal of living life in a holy way, a way that takes 
actions to fix the world and that inculcates in us the desire and character to imitate God 
and fulfill God’s will for us as we understand it. …  

In practice, what this means is that on any given moral issue, we must first look for 
precedents within the corpus of Jewish law. Sometimes a precedent may be directly on 
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point even if the applications of the precedent are quite new. This is the case, for 
example, with regard to abortion, respect for parents, and privacy.  

On the other hand, in some areas of the law, such as removal of life-support systems or 
laws concerning corporations, very little, if anything, exists. Sometimes, in fact, the 
situation is so different that what does exist clearly does not fit; so, for I view Jewish law 
as similar to a human being, with a body and soul. The body of Jewish law, the corpus 
juris, functions in many of the ways that the human body does, with some parts 
changing rapidly and others very slowly in order to renew itself and accommodate itself 
to new environments. The soul of Jewish law, the example, Jewish sources presume 
that we cannot do anything to keep a person alive, but now, when we have many ways 
to do just that, when should we intervene and when should we let nature take its 
course?  

Both when we have relevant precedents and when we do not, I maintain that we must 
do “depth theology” – that is, we must identify the foundational concepts and values of 
Judaism that apply to the area in question. We then should employ those concepts and 
values to inform how we interpret and apply whatever precedents seem relevant …  

Because Judaism … tried to formulate its moral inquiries as much as possible in legal 
terms, most of the time normal legal methods will do just fine in enabling us to use 
previous legal materials to determine what Judaism would have us do. As I discuss 
elsewhere, although the law has some distinct disadvantages for discerning our moral 
duties, it has significant advantages as well … To produce wise and appropriate, as well 
as genuinely Jewish, moral guidance for us now, however, the law must be used with 
conscious attention to its foundations in Jewish theology and morality and its historical 
context.  

Moreover, individuals, even well-schooled ones, cannot be the sole authorities to 
determine our legal or moral duties; rather, the law must be now, as it has always been, 
the product of the ongoing interaction between rabbis and laypeople acting as a 
community … Exactly how to balance rabbinic and lay authority is not something that 
can be easily and universally determined, but what is clear is that law is effective as a 
moral guide only if such cooperation occurs.  

Finally, we must recognize that Judaism requires us to fulfill our moral obligations in 
addition to our legal ones. Indeed, as Nahmanides (13th century Spain) later 
asserted, one can be a naval b’reshut ha-torah, “a scoundrel within the bounds of (or 
with the permission of) the Torah,”2 and the Talmud maintains that the Second Temple 
was destroyed because Jews fulfilled only their legal obligations and not their moral 
ones beyond the requirements of the law.3  

In sum, only if we pay rapt attention to the theological and moral goals set out by the 
Jewish tradition can we use Jewish law appropriately to give us guidance in the moral 
issues of our time. On the other hand, only if we also pay rapt attention to Jewish law 
and use it to its fullest, invoking not only its content but its methods, can we make 
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decisions on most matters that carry the authority of the tradition and preserve its 
continuity. Both of these processes must be carried out by rabbis and laypeople working 
in concert, for only then will our efforts to gain moral guidance from the Jewish tradition 
bear fruit in the way Jews think, feel, and behave …  

Dorff, E.N. (2014). “Applying Jewish Law to New Circumstances.” The Muslim World, 
Special Edition 104(4): 418–423. Lesson	8	 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


